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pixelmolkerei is one of the world’s leading companies crafting highly realistic multi-

sensorial applications and 3D visualizations. We cater to medical professionals’ continuing 
education and provide specialized marketing content for the healthcare field. We are based 

in Chur, Switzerland and in Montréal, Canada (as pixel dairy productions). 

Our talented core team based in Chur Switzerland is looking for a: 

 

3D Senior Generalist (Maya) 

 
With 3-5 years (and more) of relevant experience  
   
As a CG Generalist, you are a strong all-rounder. You should be able to achieve a high level of 
quality with skills in animation, modelling, texturing, shading, lighting and compositing.  
   
Responsibilities include: 
Creating 3D models 
Create photo-realistic materials 
Creating still and moving images 
Managing multiple projects while adhering to deadlines 
Compositing and editing 
Debugging and troubleshooting technical issues yourself and with your team leader 
Receiving tasks and notes  
Working in established pipeline and data structure 
Maintaining good communication with supervisor and team 
Handling project from start to finish 
 
Requirements:  
Strong working knowledge of Maya 
Mechanical and character rigging 
Trained eye for natural movement, materials and light 
Able to model hard surface and organic  
Proactively communicate challenges and troubleshoot solutions  
Ability to meet deadlines  
Positive attitude and ability to work with others  
   
Desirable Skills:  
An eye for composition, realism, texture, color, and lighting 
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Bonus Skills:  
Experience with Vray  
Scripting (Python) 
Good knowledge of After Effects and Premiere Pro  
Knowledge in Unity3d 
   
 
Required language: German and English proficient (talk, read and write) 
Job Location: Chur, Switzerland  
Job Type: Full-time  
   
    
To apply for this position please email your cover letter and CV with link to your reel to: 
jobs@pixelmolkerei.ch  
 
This full-time position is located onsite in our office in Chur, Switzerland. Must be eligible to 
work in Switzerland.  
 


